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I. EXTERNAL PRESSURE AND THE POLITICAL SITUATION
IN THE LAST YEARS OF THE SHOGUNATE
T approximately the same period Japan and China, both became subject

to pressure from the Great Powers of Europe and America, were
compelled to open their doors to foreign counfries and were obliged
to undertake the reform bf their ancient economic and political institu‑
tions. However, the results differed to an extraordinary degree, for while
Japan became an independent capitalist country and at length the only
imperialist country in Asia, China lapsed into the condition of a semi‑

colony. What were the causes which produced this difference ? This
question has been asked repeatedly over the last thirty years in historical
circles, but no fully persuasive answer has yet been given to it.

Contemporary historical studies have made clear that the causes of
such a big diff rence exsisting between them were attributable to com‑
plicated combinations of multifarious elememts, both international and
internal, at each point in the historical process.

England's march towards the Far East from India was disturbed by
the weakening of available military forces owning to the Crimean War
and the disputes with China after the Opium War, although she took
the initiative among the Great Powers in regard to their Asian policy.
In particular her policy in regard to Japan was inevitably influenced by

American diplomacy, as America was the first to open Japan's door.
Even though, for Japan, this was fortuitous, no one can deny its signi‑
ficance in the actual process of history.

In the 1840's the report of China's defeat in the Opium War was
a great shock to the authorities of the Shogunate, and a large number
of related writings were published. It proved a great force for the
development of knowledge of the foreign situation among the forward‑
100king elements in the clans of the feudal lords. Its influence made all
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the more persistent wishes to ' expel the foreigner

' (Jo i t'

1 ) and

served only to strengthen feudal anti‑foreigniSm. Along with these
developments other respo. nses to the situation appeared. These consisted

of Japanese attempts to make an objective survey of the difference
between Japan and Europe and America in military force, and to take
steps to reform Japan's military preparedness.
In 1841 the Shogunate summoned Takashima Shtihan 7i ; ktp L to Edo
C i and caused him to train troops in accordance with western methods
of infantry and artillery practice. That this policy of adopting western
gunnery did not necessarily exhibit smooth progress thereafter is bespoken

by the fate of Takashima, who was thrown into prison for the reason
that he had the disloyal intention of inviting foreign troops into the
country. Nevertheless, within ten years of Perry's arrival in Japan the

Shogunate and tlle feudal lords had l)egun work on preparations L0r
response to external pressure, and we must ･also note that the establish‑
ment of modern productive industry, military technology, and the reform
of political and economic institutions were being studied from western
models =0n a fairly wide "scale, both by the Shogunate and the feudal lords.

How was it possible for these r4tional r,esponses to external pr.essure
to occur ? To this question, too, it is dangerous to give a simple answer.

However, among the r̲elevant historical conditions. we may be able to
add the following two points. Firstly, as> w,e hav noted above, through
the Opium War Japan was able to learn from China the experience of
a military clash with the ,Great P,ow,ers. If Japan had been exposed to
the intimidation of Perry's fleet all at once, without these ten years ,of

grace, it is probable that there would have been great disorder among
the feudal rulers and that as =a result Organization into the Lanatical
anti‑foreign movement w.ould have been overwhekning. Secondly, the

coming to hand of the lessons of the Opium War coincided with the
Reforms of Temp5 era ( T,empo lw Kaikaku : :
) by the Shogunate
and the feudal lords. This parallel development was fortuitous. Further,
by this fortuitous occurrence it beca'me inevitable 'that the feudal rulers

should take these lessons to heart. Inasmuch as they could not fail
to be i npressed by the great dangers to the established order deriving
Lrom the impoverishment of finances, the insecurity of control over the
peasantry, the collapse of morale among the samurai class‑all of them
serious contradictions in the system of feudal rule‑it was natural for
the undertakers of reform in the administrations of the Shogunate and
the feudal lor,ds to examine themselvcs regarding the deficiencies in
military systems and weapons and in carrying out their reforms t. o 's.eek
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a way out of their difficulties not merely by reproducing the existing
form of organi'zation but by assimilating new knowledge and technology.
We' may describe the situation by saying that the depth of the contrad.ic‑
tions= in the system. of feudal rule had provided the motive power which
caused the leadi.ng elements in the ruling stratum to take the first step
towards; modern reform in the interests of resisting the threat of externa.l
pressure.

To all appearances, th'e Shogunate .wais confused and at a l0 s what
to do when confronted with the arrival of Perry's fleet. But what manner
'of response could the Shogunate actually have made ? Its range. of choice

was extremely narrow. Not only was it not so ignorant of the force
of foreign countries as to think that it could simply 'expel the foreigners',

but it also had no faith in the military preparedness of its own country.
There was. no alternati,ve but to open the country as slowly as possible
and with as= many restrictions' as‑ possible, as it were, piece by piece, on

the one hand not bre tking down the presupposition of the ' ancestral
law' of maintaining the closure of the country to, foreign intercourse
and on the other hand avoiding a military clash with foreign countries.
In the case of Tokugawa Naria.ki

;J}1 i;E

, an adherent of the anti‑foreign

party who was critical of the Shogunate's policy, the policy of 'lexpelling

the foreigners ' was likewise regarded as a slogan for keeping up the
morale of the sav ul'ai class' at home and filling out Japa:n's military
preparedness, and it was realized that until military preparedness which
wou.Id make the expulsion of the foreigners possible had been filled out
it would be necessary to compromis'e with the pol:i'cy L0r the openi.ng
of the country.
The movement L0r the expulsion of the foreigners extended its power

among the middle and lower ranks of the samurai class. Discontented
as they were with the state of administration by feudal lords and the
Shogunate, they were able to advocate the' supreme principles of politics

in spite of the constraints imposed by the feudal hierarchy. The su‑
preme principle, of politics, held by the middle and lower sa'murai class
in their anti‑r6gime opinions, was 'expelling the L0reigners" in the inter‑
ests'‑ of safeguarding Japan, the 'country of the gods ' (Shinkoku
l),
and in essence it covers demands for reform in military, politics, and
finance.

The foreign question was conceived as something which, was of
sufficient importance, to transcend both questions of material interest
a,mong the feudal lords and the restrictions imposed by the hierarchy of
feudal statuses. When corisidered as a view of 'name and statuses' in
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feudal society, their idea of ' expelling the foreigner ' was much more
complex and tenuous. Because of their country's traditional culture,
their belief in her ability to resist foreign culture was not so strong.
Both ConLucianism and Buddhism, the central entities in the traditional
culture, were nothing other than cultural imports themselves. The‑Shinron
f"'‑'

R‑̲.

of Aizawa Seishisai

' : l : : f of Mito 71

i clan, a work regarded

as the Bible of the anti‑foreign party, contained matter to the effect
that however advanced their material culture might be the countries of
Europe and America must be despised as ' barbariaris' because they were
ignorant of the morality of Loyalty and Filial Piety, and that they must
be repelled from Japan. But the weakness consisting in the fact that
this morality of Loyalty and Filial Piety could not be put into theoretical

form without borrowing Confucian theory transmitted from China had
already been rendered a matter of common‑sense knowledge among the
intellectual elements in the form of the question of the difference between

the Royal Road and the Way of the Lord Protector and its connexion
with the inherent constitution of the state or National Polity (Kokutai

l :).

What is more, unlike China Japan did not have the experience 0L having
built great empires which from of old had kept alien races in relations
of tributary dependency. Thus it was natural that although they were
instructed to honour their own country as being at the centre of the
world and to despise foreign countries this precept was unexpectedly

weak outside the world of ideas. The enlargement of the movement
for honouring the Emperor and expelling the foreigners led to a larger

number of the members of the middle and lower ranks of the samurai
class being brought into direct or indirect contact with central political
circles in Edo and Ky to
: , and extended their opportunities of ob‑

taining information regarding diplomacy and knowledge of the actual
condition of national defence. The results of this were that from being
a simple anti‑foreign party they rapidly grew into a reforming party
having the expulsion of the foreigners as its slogan.

What helped this development was the effective operation of the
following two conditions preventing the enlargement of the disputes with

L0reign countries between the years 1860 and 1862, during which time
the movement for the expulsion of the foreigners flourished and acts of
terrorism against foreigners were common. The first was relations of

antagonism and mutual restraint among the Great Powers, namely be‑
tween England and America and between England and Russia. On the
dccasion of the assassination of Heusken (Henry C.) in 1861, a member
of the staff of the American mission, the plan put forward by England for
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the withdrawal of foreign diplomatic representation from Edo in protest
against the Shogunate's policy of suppressing L0reign trade and the ex‑
cesses committed by the anti‑foreign party was opposed by America, the
country whose support was the most required, out of feelings of rivalry,

and its effectiveness was reduced. Again, when Russian warships
occupied the island of Tsushima fJ ,, the British Navy in the Far
East was the decisive factor preventing the situation from worsening
and finally causing the withdrawal of the warships.
The relations of antagonism and muttial restraint among the Great
Powers did not necessarily operate only in the direction of relaxing the
crisis of colonialization. There were also many instances in which these
antagonisms expressed themselves in competition which operated in the

direction of increasing crises. The reason why they did not operate
in this direction in Japan in the years 1861‑1862 was that for several
years after the opening of the ports foreign trade increased at a more
or less even pace.
This was because while the sudden expansion of exports, particularly

exports of raw silk which accounted for more than half of the total
exports, produced some temporary confusion in the economy, over the
whole it proved possible to bring about an expansion of production‑a
60‑100 per cent expansion in the case of raw silk‑and an enlargement
of the merchandizing mechanisms which were suflicient to sustain
the sudden rise in exports. Furthermore, this showed that the incfease
in the production of raw silk was carried out not in such economically
advanced areas as the Kinki :
region but in the Kant6 J i and
Cht"'rbu Fl S regions and the southern areas of Ou
region ; in
other words, that even in the regions in the middle range of economic

development which accounted for the greater part of Japan there
were inherent conditions sufficient for the rapid growth of capitalistic
productive relations in response to an extemally given stimulus. Never‑
theless, that the Great Powers were satisfled with this degree of expansion

of foreign trade and made no demarids for its tempo to be increased
still further was due to the fact that their main mission was that of
opening up the Chinese market and that in order to remove the political

obstacles to this England and France were fully occupied in employing
military force on the occasion of the Arrow Incident in 1856.
Joint measures for the employment of military force against Japan
were brought to realization with the shelling of Choshu :i'l'[ by the
Four‑power fleet in 1864. However, this dispute was poor in possibilities
of spreading to cover the whole country or of developing as far as the
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cession of territory, as had happened in China. Under the agreement

reached among England, America, France, and Holland immediately
before the expedition against Sh,imonoseki T f it was laid d0.wn that no
cession of territory or exclusive rights were tc be demanded and that no

attempts were to be made' to mediate between conflicting factions in
Japan. Further, the diplomats stationed in Japan, and particularly the
English, who were in the leading position a,mong them, considered it
necessary that Japan should be given a blow which would cause the
whole feudal ruling stratum to realize the impossibility of ' expelling

the foreigners.' This view was based. on the. prospect that one
blow would be sufflcient and that the solution to the situation which

would come into being with the dying down of the movement for the
expulsion of the foreigners would rather be found in expanding foreign
trade, that is, in the possibility of abolishing the Shogunate's monopoly
and causing the‑ clans of the feud il to take part in foreigu trade̲ Why
did they arrive at this appreciation of the situation ? In regard to the
answer to this question, too, we' can find. nothing of so, decisive a char‑
acter that a single. answer will suffice. The fiirst reason is that on self‑

examination England had found, after the experience. of the Taiping
Rebellion (1850‑1864) in. China and the. Mutiny (1857) in India, that
the' employment of military force provoked resistance from the natives
and did not neeessarily bring about results which were profitable for
her demands for the enl'argement of markets, and the second is that
they put their trust in a policy which was to take the= place of the strong
policy of employing military force, a policy under which the. "enlightened
party" (Kaimeiha
P ] ) in the feudal ruling stratum was to be supported

and urged on to undertake the removal of the feudal system by them‑
selves. It was also aetually due to the fact that the political movement

aiming at the expulsion of the foreigners had been eclipsed by the
political upheaval of the 18th of August, 1863, and that the. direction of

development leading to the opening of the country had been frmly
established. The fact that both Satsuma
and Choshn clans, regarded
as the main strongholds of the movement for the expulsion of the for‑
eigners, took the opportunity of the struggle with the foreignersi t.o'
change their' attitude entirely and to exhibit eagerness' to make contact

with foreigu countries and to participate in foreigu trade was, not a
" re.volution from outside " nor a " revolution from below,i' but a " revo‑

lution. from above " which gave to the Great Powers of Europe and
Amrica the prospect that tha line of a revolution at the hands of the=
reforming party within the feudal ruling class (this was hoped for by
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the Great Powers) would be bro.ught to realization.
Why was it that the enlightened reforming party in the feudal ruling
stratum possessed sufficient strength to enable it to, control the political

situatiorL ? The answer to' this question, too, is not an easy one One:
answer may t)e found in the fact that the weakening of the hierarchical

class structure within the samurai class resulted in opportunities
of office‑tenure and worldly success for those with kno.wledge of " sub‑
stantial learni,ng " and technological. subjects., so that among the children

of the lower ranks of the san ul ai class in the clans of the feudal

there emerged a large nuniber who studied " westem learning "
or wbstern military technology. At the basis of this:. however, there
lay the srtuataon m which partrcrpation in politics by opulent peasants
and rcLerchants increased as a result of a general movement for flnancial

and military reform in the clans and their opinions and actions in
political matters came to have a great influence on the line of advance
followed by the clans, developments which caused the breakdown 0L the
traditional political consciousness and forms of political behaviour among
the, samu.rai class̲ The leading elements in 'the enlightened reforming
party were personalities. of a kind unusual among the sam,urai class, in
that they frequently attached value to substantial profit: and substantial
efiicacy, and, did not scruple to' choose any means for the attainment of
their ends.

Phenomenologically considered, during the critical period of the
collapse of the Shogunate in 1865‑1867 the concert of the Great Powers

was broken and England and France adopted antagonistic positions.
France aiding the Shogunate and

ngland supporting Satsuma and Choshti.

Th･is would seem to include the danger of bringing about foreign
interference in Japan. But substantially this danger was slight. Neither
England nor France was so ignorant of the political and economic situa‑

tion in Japan as to give a blow to the continually expanding fbreign
trade by lending their powers to the enlargement and prolongation of
the civil warL On the other hand, both on the side of the Shogunate
and that of Satsuma and Choshu there appeared among the leadership
men who both made use of the antagonism between England and France
and were clearly aware of the limits; up to which this antagonism might
be used. Together with the material interests of their clan. or of the
Shogunate these men also gave consideration to the material interests of
their nation, and, taking their stand on these assumptions, they possessed
suf cient sovereign cons'ciousness and energy in diplomacy to make use

of this antagonism between the Great Powers. Further, the political
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order of the Shogunate and the subordinate feudal lords was collapsing,
and the antagonisms between the Shogunate and the feudal lords, among
the feudal lords, and also among their retainers, were becoming more
acute, but at the same time a collective consciousness among the feudal
ruling class in relation to external pressure, and through it, a national
state consciousness, was coming into being.

China concluded the Treaty of Nanking in 1842 and Japan her
Treaties of Friendship in 1854, so that there was a gap of more than
ten years between them and we may describe the situation by saying
that China was always in the front line in the encounters with foreign
pressure, and thanks to this fact ext rn l pressure on Japan was less,
came at a later time, and gave Japan enough space to get ready her
posture for responding to it. In the extent and depth of their influence

the taking of Peking by the Anglo‑French force and the attack on
Choshti by the Four Powers are scarcely to be compared with one another,
while the Treaty of Tientsin ga e much greater Lacilities for invasion
by foreign capital than the Commercial Treaties concluded by Japan in the
Ansei
C period. In the period of domestic and international disorder
during the ten years L0110wing the arrival of Perry, Japan successfully
avoided a colonialization crisis, took the first steps towards national unity,

and built the foundations for the development of national economy.

II. THE INTERNATIONAL CONDITIONS SURROUNDlNG THE
MOVEMENT FOR THE CIVILIZATION AND ENLIGHTENMENT
From the latter half of the 1860's up to the first half of the 1880's

the external pressure on East Asia by the Great Powers of Europe and
America was somewhat relaxed. That is to say, in the period of ap‑
prbximately twenty years from the suppression of the Taiping Rebellion
in China in 1864 and the conclusion of the incident of the attack on
Choshii by the Four‑power Fleet in Japan in the same year up to the
Franco‑Chinese War of 1884 direct external pressure on East Asia was
relaxed, and as well as causing the T'ung Chih revival in China this

gave Japan sufficient space to bring the Meiji Restoration and the
movement for Civilization and Enlightenment (Bummei Kaika E
4 ).
Considering the situation as a whole during this period, the demands

for colonies from the part of the capitalist Great Powers, and
antagonisms among the Great Powers, were strengthened, and there
an increasingly imperialist colouring in the foreign policies of
Great Powers. However, the principal stage for antagonism among

the
was
the
the
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Great Powers was in Europe, in the Balkans, and the Middle East, while
the chief directions taken by the Great Powers in their acquisition of
colonies were in Africa and Asia, and in Asia in the area peripheral to
Japan. China, and Korea.
This characteristic of the international situation imparted certain
distinctive features to the political consciousness and political behaviour

of the leaders of the Meiji government. On the one side they had a
lively sense of crisis in regard to aggression by the Great Powers and
stressed the necessity of responding to a situation which required Japan
to " stand up to all the countries of the world," and with this they
provided a rationale for their policies aiming at unity in military pre‑
paredness and in politics. The sense of crisis in regard to foreign
countries had clearly become a means for the realization of quite separate
political aims. Actually, the national crises were in process of developing

in the peripheral area of East Asia, but within East Asia it was more
relaxed, when compared with the flrst half of the 1860's. Further, the
confidence that they understood the " world disposition of affairs " in

which Japan was standing up to all the countries of the world‑the
sermons counselling the people to " know the world disposrtlon of
affairs " or to " follow the principles valid throughout the world "‑

endowed these leading members of the Meiji government with the
power of leadership in relation to the people. As well as reLerring
to the crisis of Great Power aggression to which we have referred
above, the expression " the world disposition of affairs " had another
and more optimistic side, the view that if Japan followed the principles
valid throughout the world and adbpted the institutions of Europe and
America it would be possible to build a wealthy and powerful state and
to stand on terms of equality with the Great Powers. To express it
in other words, a tw0‑1ayered consciousness had been formed, comprising
a consciousness of resistance to the Great Powers of Europe and America
and a consciousness of subordination to them.
This being the case, what manner of political policies and political
behaviour were produced by this kind of international environment and
the international consciousness of the political leaders who were cog‑
nizant of it ?

The first is that of the overseas military expedition as an instrument

in domestic politics. Neither the agitation for the invasion of Korea,

the expedition to Taiwan of 1874, nor the Gwan Hua Island Incident
in the following year were occasioned by any serious international dispute
of a kind which would make Japan's use of military L0rce inevitable. It
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is more proper to consider that it was necessary for Japan to. undertake
military action against foreign countries out of tlle necessities of the
political strategy which aimed at directing outwards the discontent of
the ex‑samurai class in matters of domestic politics. or at concentrating
public opinion along tht) Ii.ne of mil.itarism and causing it to tum in the
di,rection of supporting the government. Furthermore, not only did the
leaders of Japan believe th Lt these armed disputes with Korea and China
would not invite interference and aggression from the part of the Great

Powers of Europe and America, but, as. was shown at the time of the
Taiwan Expedition and the Gwan Hua Island Incident, they expec.ted to
be supported by England and America. This being the case; was Japan
trying to perform the role, of a catspaw of England and America in
thei.r invasion of. East Asia. ? The question of "The Military Policeman
of the Far East" belongs. to the period of inrperialism dating. from 1900
a.nd it is unhistorical to take i.t back to the' 1870's and 1880's. Thos.e
supremel,y responsible for these foreign military expeditions‑Saig Taka‑
mori 1

:

. Iwakura Tomomi ;

'* A) I = I I

11 'ｦ , Okubo Toshimichi. ;

l i : [J

;i

,

Kido Takayoshi ;f
: t, and Saig Tsugu, michi.
f
;1l i ‑were men
who ten years before had beerL vexing themselves over the way in which
Japan should react to the military th,reats and interference of the Great
Powers in order to maintain her independenc . Further, the;y were men
who, in the 1870's and 1880's located the centre of their policy aims in
the question of how Japan might secure revision of the unequal treaties
of the Ansei period and attain. an international position of equal,ity with
foreign countries. It is unth‑inkable that these men would col sciously
act as. agents of European or America,n aggression, or wou,Id run the risk

of inviting interference frcun the part of the Great Powers. What
provided a rationale i,n their conscious,ness for the military expeditions

overseas undertaken out of the necessities of d･omestic politics was the
theory that Japan was making known to Korea and China, the "impartial
laws of the world" and was. causi･ng these= c.ountries t0> carry them into

effec.t, thus leading on Korea and. China to development as modern
civilized countries, and that this action on the part, of Japan must natu‑
rally receive the sympathetic support of England and America, the apostles
of such development. Further again, in the event Japan's action, did. not
invite the dange. r of bringing about, aggression or interference from the

par.t of the Great Powers. In connexion with, this, consideration must
be, given to the Lact that the colonial pressure of Europe and America
had relaxed to some degree in East Asia.
These overseas expeditions were still on a very small scale, both
,,

f
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financi･ally and :nilitarily, but nevertheless they had their suc6esses. The
incidents in question were small in ,scale. However, the political effec‑
tiveness of the success of these expeditions, undertaken shortly after the
,establishment of the unitary state, w,as great. They were the occasi.on
of convefting the feudal particularist consciousness of the ex‑samurai
class into :a national state consciousness. They gav,e Japan the =self‑
confldence to succeed :in the unification and westernization of the military
system. They also Served to increa. se the :authority of the Meiji govern‑

ment.
The Lact that at this period not. only the leaders of the government
but also the intellectual classes at :1arge could regard Europe and America
as be. ing the apostles of modern development, that is, of a wealthy and
strong national state, rather than as aggressors, constituted a very pro‑
fitable historical condition for the carrying out of reform by means of a
bold transplantation of the institutions and cult. ure of Europe and America.

In the 1870's the Meiji government undertook the planned trans‑
plantation of capitalist economic institutions, capitalist political institutions,

and the capitalist system of law The firm convicti･on that Japan could
not become a wealthy and strong national state and gain an international
position Of equality in :relation to Europe and America unless she 'carried
out reform by this transplantat:ion 0L institutions was common to the

members of the Mei,ji government and to the politicians who were not

in o ice. Only the Great Powers of Europe and America were put
forw.ard as models of the wealthy ,and str.ong national state. This was

because they had seen with their own eyes how cruel a defeat had
been sufl:ered by China, ' L0rmerly the wealthy and strong state in Asia.
The ne. ces.sity of having institutions of representative government. and a

Constitution was already a matter of common knowledge among the
forward‑looking elements in Japan in the latter year.s of the ,Shogunate. ,

and within the Shogunate plans were made for drawing up a Constitu‑
tion. Furthermore, the Meiji ,government did not <decide to make :a
Constitution =0nly when it came under pr,essure from the Liberty and
Popular Rights Movement., but had decided ,on this as a basic line of
policy some time previously. Thus the struggle between the Meiji
absolutist government and the Liberty and Popular Rights party did not
take place over the rightness or wrongness of constitutional govern‑
ment, for both sides accepted ,the inevitability and necessity of the
adoption of constitutional government. The struggle between them
was waged over the questions of which side was to bring the Constitu‑
tion to realization and what its contents should be. Why ,did this

